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the pump discharge and produce audible and visible alarms locally and in the
main control room. The radiation dose rate levels are indicated locally and
indicated and recorded in the Main Control Room.

11.4.2.2.9 Reactor Building Floor and Equipment Drain Sump Monitors

These monitors, which use Geiger-Mueller tube detectors continuously monitor
the dose rate in the Reactor Building floor and equipment drain sump pump
discharge. Upon detection of high radiation, the monitors initiate a signal
to isolate the pump discharge and produce audible and visible alarms locally
and in the main control room. The radiation dose rate levels are indicated
locally and indicated and recorded in the Main Control Room.

ll.4.2.-2-.l0--RHR Post Accident Monitors

These monitors, which use low range Geiger-Mueller tubes and high range ion
chambers continuously monitor the RHR lines. Upon detection of high
radiation, the monitors produce audible and visible alarms locally and in the
main control room. The radiation levels are indicated locally and indicated
and recorded in the Main Control Room.

11.4.3 SAMPLING

The points subject to periodic sampling are all liquid and gaseous effluent
releases which could exceed 10 CFR 50 Appendix I and 10 CFR 20 limits.
Radioanalytical sampling instrumentation, sampling frequencies procedures, anid
lower limits of detection ensure the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
limits are met. Sampling tables in the ODCM list the operation
characteristics (sampling procedure, frequency, type of analysis, etc.) and
the effects on plant operation of each gaseous and liquid sample. The plant
discharge meets the ODCM, 10 CFR 50 Appendix I, and 40 CFR 190 limits.

11.4.4 CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE
Tk, Dmd r' WeS tar One prp.eSS 6eirlyis arS +)reLe,
Each monitor ia checed regularly -with an oprtAioal tozt or unzttzna
performanec, and a bemplete -alibratizn and peffrmance cuhtk is per-ermAd
p;riodieally- en e-a m I-

Each detector and/or its associated electronics has a built in mechanism for
checking operability. Built-in check sources can be remotely actuated from
its ratemeter mounted either locally or in the MCR. The radioactive check
source materials for the normal range gaseous and liquid monitors are listed
in Table 11.4-5.

Response checks, calibration'checks, and electronic calibration are performed?&teIod;O,
per the ODCM, Technical Specifications, or maintenance instructions as
appropriate. 7h,& f4x;mwP) 4ortlJr A, C-Vplete_ L~aAJbrn,;,n Ancl perrM"eLCe;
tv\ev 40r- D.Jny run;or i s, 22.5 rNpa+h5s (iomort+hs plu5s 25%).
Maintenance is performed, as necessary, if abnormalities are detected during
any of the above checks. Unscheduled maintenance is performed, as required.

11.4-8
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TABLE 11.4-1

PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORS

Moni tor

Waste Disposal System
Liquid Effluent Monitor

Essential Raw "3
Cooling Water Effluent
Monitor

Component Cooling ('
System Liquid Effluent
Monitor

Steam Generator Blowdown
Liquid Sample Monitor

Boric Acid Evaporator
Condensate Monitor

Condensate
Demineralizer
Regenerant Effluent
Monitor

Steam Generator Blowdown
Effluent Monitor

Turbine Building Sump
Effluent Monitor

TVA
Instrument

No.

O-RE-90-122

O-RE-90-133
O-RE-90-134
0-RE-90-140
O-RE-90-141

0-RE-90-123
1-RE-90-123
2-RE-90-123

2-RE-90-124 2)

1-RE-90-170'2 '
2-RE-90-170'2'

O-RE-90-225

1-RE-90-120
2-RE-90-120t2)

1-RE-90-121
2-RE-90-121"'

0-RE-90-212

Seis.
Clas

Location

F.Elev B Ld'.

I(L) 692.0 Aux.

I 692.0 Aux.

I(L) 737.0 Aux.

I(L) 713.0 Aux.

I(L) 713.0 Aux.

None 708.0 Turbine
Bldg.

None 708.0 A.m* -

None 685.0 Turbine
Bldg.

Amb.
Background*

mR/hr
Detector
Type

1.0 Gamma
Scint.

1.0 Gamma
Scint.

1.0 Gamma
Scint.

5.0 Gamma
Scint.

10.0 Gamma
Sc i nt.

5.0 Gamma
Scint.

1.0 Gamma
Scint.

5.0 Gamma
Scint.

*External Background at which the tabulated minimum detectable concentrations were determined.

(1) MDC values are based on manufacturer's sensitivity and readout scale under laboratory conditions at
specific calculations for actual demonstrated range. t9.6(-7) is read 9.6 x 10`7l

(2) Not required for Unit 1 operation.
(3) These monitors perform process monitoring for detection of inleakage.

Nuclide Min.Det")
Conc.

«Ci/cc

Co-60
Cs- 137
1-131

Co-60
Cs-137
1-131

Co-60
Cs-137

1-131

Co-60
Cs-137
Ba-133

Co-60
Cs-137

1-131

Co-60
Cs- 137
Ba- 133

Co-60
Cs- 137
1-131

Co-60
Cs- 137
Ba-133

9.6(-7)
1.8(-6)
1.5(-6)

9.6(-7)
1.8(-6)
1.5(-6)

9.6(-7)
1.8(-6)
1.5(-6)

6.1(-8)
1.2(-7)
1.2(-7)

1.7(-7)
3.2(-7)
2.6(-7)

6.1(-8)
1.2(-7)
1.2(-7)

9.6(-7)
1.8(-6)
1.5(-6)

6.8(-8)
1.2(-7)
1.2(-7)

the ambient background specified. Refer to Watts Bar

LIQUID MEDIA

Range

Max.Det")
Conc.

I«C i/cc

1.6(-2)
2.8(-2)
2.4(-2)

1.6(-2)
2.8(-2)
2.4(-2)

1.6(-2)
2.8(-2)
2.4(-2)

1.5(-2)
2.9(-2)
2.8(-2)

1.6(-2)
2.8(-2)
2.4(-2)

1.5(-2)
2.9(-2)
2.8(-2)

1.6(-2)
2.8(-2)
2.4(-2)

1.5(-2)
2.9(-2)
2.8(-2)

Scale

0o-107

10-107

10-107

0- 107

10-107

10-107

10-107
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TABLE 11.4-2

(Sheet 2 of 2)

PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORS
AREA TYPE

TVA
Instrument

Monitor No.

Main Steamline 1-RE-90-421
Radiation Monitors 1-RE-90-422

1-RE-90-423
1-RE-90-424
2-RE-90-421 "
2-RE-90-422's
2-RE-90-4231m
2-RE-90-424(m

Fuel Pool Radiation 0-RE-90-102
Monitor 0-RE-90-103

Reactor Coolant 1-RE-90-275
Drain Tank 2-RE-90-275""

1-RE-90-276
2-RE-90-2761a

Reactor Bldg. Floor and 1-RE-90-277
Equipment Drain 2-RE-90-2774m

1-RE-90-278
2-RE-90-27816

RHR Post Accident Monitors 1-RE-90-290
2-RE-90-2901m
1-RE-90-291
2-RE-90-291
1 -RE-90-292
2-RE-90-292
1-RE-90-293
2-RE-90-293

Seis.
Class

I (L)

Loc~ation
Fl. Elev. Bldg.

729.0 Aux.

1 757.0 Aux.

I 713.0 Aux.

I 713.0 Aux.

I 676.0 Aux.

Max Amb.
Background* Detector

mR/hr Type

- Ion Chamber
(Hight Ronga)

10.0 Geiger-Mueller
Tube

- Geiger-Mueller
Tube

- Geiger-Mueller
Tube

- Geiger-Mueller
Tube (Low
range),
Ion Chamber
(High range)

Range

Nuclide Min. Det.ml

Total 7.3(-2)"-"
gas MCi/cc

Max. Scale
Measurable' m cpm

1. 3 5 (4 )149 Digital
OLCi/cc

- 10-1 mR/hr 104 mR/hr 1.0(-1)-1.0(4)
mR/hr

- 100 a*/hr) 106 mR/hr 100.106 mR/hr

- 100 mR/hr 106 mR/hr 100-106 mR/hr

10.1 mR/hr

103 mR/hr

101 mR/hr

10
3 mR/hr

104 mR/hr

10" mR/hr

104 mR/hr

101 mR/hr

10'-1104 mR/hr

103-10" mR/hr

10.1_104 mR/hr

103- loll mR/hr

Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
WBN-APS3-048
With the exception of monitors RE-90-421 through -424, Sens. and MDC values are based on manufacturer's sensitivity and readout scale under laboratory
conditions at the ambient background specified. Refer to Watts Bar specific calculations for actual demonstrated range. [1.3(-10) is read 1.3 x 10.°10.
Units are jLCi/cc except where specifically indicated as mR/Hr.
Not required for Unit 1 operation
1,2-RE-90-400 use a beta scintillation and CdTe (Ci) detectors. 1,2-RE-90-402 are samplers and require no detectors.
Pre-shutdown normal
Post accident
Detector types, nuclides, and ranges are for gas detectors unless noted otherwise.

External background at which the tabulated minimum detectable concentrations were determined.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

*
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12.3.4.1.2.2 Main Control Room Ratemeter (O-M-12, 1-,2-M-30)

Ratemeters are of solid-state construction containing a solid-state,
high-voltage power supply. Alarms are provided on the ratemeter chassis for
high radiation and instrument malfunction. Visual and audible alarms are
provided for high radiation and instrument malfunction in the main control
room.

12.3.4.1.2.3 Local Indicator-Alarm Panel

With the exception of the main control room and Reactor Building upper and
lower compartment post accident monitors, each monitor has a locally mounted
panel which contains an indicator, a visual and audible high radiation alarm,
and a power-on light.

12.3.4.1.2.4 Multipoint Recorders (Main Control Room O-M-12, 1- 2-M-31)

The area monitors are recorded on multipoint recorders on panels O-M-12, or
l-,2-M-31 in the MCR.

12.3.4.1.2.5 Monitor Sensitivity and Range

The ranges of the instrumentation provided are given in Table 12.3-4. The
area monitors set points, adjustable over the entire range, are determined by
the radiation control group based on operating background levels. The
setpoints for the containment high range monitors are determined by
engineering analysis.

12.3.4.1.3 Calibration and Maintenance

1 Each monitor is checkad regularly ;.;ith an operational test for functional
porformanco, and a complte calibration and performanee eheck is performzed
pcriodicalliY on each monitors

Each- ehanncl is prvided with a means by which an operational channel chcck -
eea be rapidly performed. This is performed by operation of a check source
which may bQ radioactiAXO, or by check of thG E lectronics in e cae of the
icn phambor.

IespcneHzzhzzmcs, alibration zhzzkz, and clzctronic calibration are performed
pe -prr~t *ln pr~~rs( ehia ~-?sAe^ -- * AIr- -IIz-z). r

; AA 1tE-etJ Ots s

Maintenance is performed, as necessary, if abnormalities are detected during
any of the above checks. Unscheduled maintenance will be performed as
required. I

12.3-17

I I
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12.3.4.1.3 Area Monitor Calibration and Maintenance

With the exception of the Reactor Building, upper and lower
compartment post accident monitors, periodic testing of each area
monitor includes a channel calibration performed at least once per
fuel cycle, and a channel operational test that is performed at least
once per quarter. Testing of the Reactor Building upper and lower
compartment post accident monitors is described by plant Technical
Specifications.

The channel calibration is the adjustment, as necessary, of the
channel so that it responds within the required range and accuracy to
known input from a radioactive calibration source. The channel
calibration encompasses the entire channel, including the required
sensor, alarm, interlock, display and-trip functions. The channel
calibration may be performed by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping calibrations or total channel steps so that the entire
channel is calibrated.

The channel operational test (COT) is the injection of a simulated or
actual signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable
to verify the operability of required alarm, interlock, display, and
trip functions. The COT includes adjustments, as necessary, of the
required alarm, interlock, and trip setpoints so that the setpoints
are within the required range and accuracy.

The built in check source function exposes the channel detector to a
radioactive source for all channels except those employing an ion
chamber detector. The check source function simulates a detector
signal at the channel electronics in channels employing an ion chamber
detector. The built in check source feature is used to verify
functional response of the detector and/or electronics during the
performance of the channel operational test. This function is also
used by operations personnel at other times, such as after
maintenance, to rapidly determine channel operability.
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Calibration togethor with analog channel operational tests 'erify that
inztruiont malfunction jE alarmAd on loss of input and that an alarm on -
azching thro monitor cotpolnt ia

12.3.4.2 Airborne Particulate Radioactivity Monitoring

12.3.4.2.1 Design Basis

The airborne radioactivity monitoring systems are one of the plant features
provided to comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 19, 63,
and 64, and with paragraph 20.1501(a) of 10 CFR 20. Adequate systems are
provided to comply with 10 CFR 20 paragraph 20.1201, 20.1204, and 20.1502.
Each of the systems monitor an air space to which one or more of the following
descriptions are applicable.

1. Spaces in which there is, during normal operation, a potential for
airborne concentrations at DAC levels which, when integrated over a normal
40 hr/wk and 50 wk/yr, would exceed the ALI of any isotope or mixture of
isotopes and for which there are requirements for either (a) frequent
(i.e., once per shift) visits, each of which is for a duration of at least
several minutes, or (b) infrequent but routine visits of at least an
hour's duration and for which monitoring systems can be practicably
supplied in lieu of provision for safely taking and analyzing grab samples
for airborne activity prior to personnel entry.

2. General spaces (e.g., spaces outside shielded equipment rooms) of
buildings that contain equipment which bears, in process fluids,
potentially significant radioactivity. (Although the plant ventilation
systems normally supply clean air upstream of the spaces containing
potential leakage points, monitoring is provided to detect airborne
activity in the event of malfunction of the ventilation systems).

3. \Spaces which have requirements for routine occupancy into which
significant airborne activity may be introduced directly (e.g., physical
barriers to its introduction do not exist). If an existing physical
barrier consists of a ventilation system, consideration is given to the
magnitudes of possible airborne concentrations should the ventilation
system'malfunction.

4. Spaces in which habitable conditions must be guaranteed at all times, even
during accident conditions.

12.3.4.2.2 Airborne Monitoring Channels

| Process and effluent radiation monitoring systems provide useful information
about the airborne activity within the plant buildings. These systems,
described in Section 11.4, are the following:

1. Containment Building lower and upper compartment air monitors.

| 2. Auxiliary Building ventilation monitor.

In addition to these process and effluent monitors, there are 11 channels for
monitoring airborne particulate activity. These channels are listed in

| Table 12.3-5.

12.3-18
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Mo-nitoring of the Auxiliary Building airborne activity during normal
conditions is accomplished with the eight airborne monitoring systems that
monitor the spent fuel pool area, the two sample rooms, the holdup valve
gallery general area, the decontamination area, the safety injection pump
general area and the two waste packaging areas.

The Auxiliary Building ventilation monitor real time particulate and iodine
channels are used to supplement auxiliary building monitors listed in Table
12.3-5. These channels ohou4d detect airborne radioactivity from particulates
and iodines in excess of 10 DAC-Hr from any area in the Auxiliary Building
which may be normally occupied, taking into account dilution in the
ventilation system.

The lower compartment Unit 1 i trument room monitor provides monitoring of
airborne activity in the Rea or Building instrument room during normal bpervtvi'61
conditionp. The containment pper and lower compartment monitors (described in
Section 11.4) can also be used to monitor for airborne activity in the Reactor
Building under normal and accident conditions provided containment isolation
has not occurred, orns allow the lines to be reopened.

The locations of the e airborne monitors that are in the
Auxiliary, Reactor and Control Buildings can be determined by their respective
coordinates from Table 12.3-5 applied to Figures 12.3-4, 12.3-8, 12.3-10,
12.3-12, and 12.3-15.

12.3.4.2.3 Operational Characteristics

Paragraphs 12.3.4.2.3 through 12.3.4.2.6 discuss the leven airb e monitors.
For operational characteristics of the containment ower and upper compartment
air monitors and the Auxiliary Building ventilation monitors, refer to Section
11.4.

Each particulate channel has a detector assembly containing a moving tape
filter through which a continuous air sample is drawn. Particulate
radioactivity collected on the moving tape filter is detected by a beta
scintillation detector. Local indication, recording, alarms, and pump and
flow controls are provided.

12.3.4.2.4 Component Descriptions

Detectors

The particulate detector units employ beta scintillation detectors and built-
in preamplifiers. Tke'Etectors are able to detect beta radiation of an
energy level of 0.2 leganp above.

Filter Transport System

The particulate filter transport mechanism is operated in the continuous
advance mode. A local visual filter tape tear alarm is provided. A filter
tape tear alarm also initiates an instrument malfunction alarm in the main
control room.

Local Ratemeter

The log ratemeter is a solid-state device with a range of 101 to 107 cpm. It
is equipped with a solid-state power supply with adjustable high voltage.

12.3 -19
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Local alarms are provided on the ratemeter chassis for high radiation and z!'~;>
instrument malfunction. Visual and audible alarms are provided in
control room on detection of a high radiation or instrument malfunction
condition.

Multipoint Recorder (0-M-12)

With exception of O-RE-90-105, the air particulate monitor activity signals
are recorded on a common multipoint recorder located on panel O-M-12 in the
main control room.

Local Recorders

A single pin local recorder is provided at each airborne monitor unit. Each
recorder has direct-reading indicating scales calibrated from 101 to l07 cpm.

Pumping System

The pumping system has automatic flow regulation with manual override. A flow
indicator is also provided. Visual alarms for loss of flow are provided at
the enclosure. An instrument malfunction-alarm is provided in the main
control room on loss of flow.

12.3.4.2.5 Sensitivity. Range and Set Point

The particulate monitors located in the Auxiliary Building and Control
Building have a required range of l.99E-8 to 7.96E-6 pCi/cc. For the Reactor
Building instrument room particulate monitor, the required range is 1.08E-8 to
4.32E-6 pCi/cc. This required range is sufficient to detect 10 DAC hours of
airborne radionuclides expected in the area (i.e., Co-60, Cs-137, etc.).

12.3.4.2.6 Calibration and Maintenance

'Baeh ffonitor is eheeked rzegalarly with an oper-ational_ teat; forz fuinctional
-performance, and calibration iE preformed periodically on each monitor.

Each detoctor has a built-in chck source to 1erify npe'raility which is

eprated locallyfo control on to u n it cc

-Respon;secho"1k, Galibraton checks, and electronic calibrwation are performed
per appropriate plant procedures (e g Tech Specs or ma4ntenance
4-in tructions ) .

Ma intonanc is performed, as necssary, if abnormalities are Aetetd during
an-, of the abo"e -checLI. TTschedllled Maintenance i<s pcrfcnrm7d as requpired

12.3-20
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12.3.4.2.6 Calibration and Maintenance

Periodic testing of each air particulate monitor includes a channel
calibration performed at least once per fuel cycle, and a channel
operational test that is performed at least once per quarter.
Periodic maintenance is performed to replace filters, and ensure
proper sampler operation. Testing of the Containment Building lower
and upper compartment air monitors is described in FSAR Chapter 11 and
the Technical Specifications. Testing of the Auxiliary Building vent
monitor is described in FSAR Chapter 11 and the Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual.

The channel calibration is the adjustment, as necessary, of the
channel so that it responds within the required range and accuracy to
known input from a radioactive calibration source. The channel
calibration encompasses the entire channel, including the required
sensor, alarm, interlock, display and trip functions. The channel
calibration may be performed by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping calibrations or total channel steps so that the entire
channel is calibrated.

The channel operational test (COT) is the injection of a simulated or
actual signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable
to verify the operability of required alarm, interlock, display, and
trip functions. The COT includes adjustments, as necessary, of the
required alarm, interlock, and trip setpoints so that the setpoints
are within the required range and accuracy.

The built in check source function exposes the channel detector to a
radioactive source. The built in check source feature is used to
verify functional response of the detector and/or electronics during
the performance of the channel operational test. This function is
also used by operations personnel at other times, such as after
maintenance, to rapidly determine channel operability.

Periodic maintenance to change filters and to ensure proper sampler
operation is performed at a frequency based upon length of service
time for filters and sample equipment as determined by operational
experience and trending.

Maintenance is performed, as necessary, if abnormalities are defected
during any of the above checks. Unscheduled maintenance is performed
as required.
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12.3.4:3 Deleted by Amendment 84.

12.3.4.4 Special Radiation Monitors

The types of special radiation monitors are described in the following
sections.

12.3.4.4.1 Portal Monitors

The portal monitor is a radiation monitoring device for providing a visual and
aural warning when the radiation contamination of an individual exceeds a
preset level, especially on the heels and soles of the shoes and a general
overall body scan. The portal monitors are located at the gatehouse.

12.3.4.4.2 Personnel Contamination Monitors

The personnel contamination monitor is a radiation monitoring device designed
to detect the presence and general location of beta-gamma contamination on the
hands, shoes, and clothing of personnel. The instrument is designed to allow
an individual to monitor himself.

12.3.4.4I.3 Deleted by Amcndmont 84i.
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ENCLOSURE 2

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
CHAPTER 11 AND 12
COMMITMENT LIST

The FSAR will be amended by Amendment 90 to include the draft FSAR
pages in Chapter 11 and 12.


